
CLIENT
Frē Harrow, underground Hip-Hop and R&B artist from Toronto.

TARGET AUDIENCE
Young adults between 18 to 25 years of age, from all socioeconomic classes and who are fans 
of hip-hop and R&B music.

CONCEPT
Frē Harrow is a hip-hop and R&B artist who likes to play cool. A  ladies man, shrouded in mys-
tique and proud of his home city, Toronto. My design aesthetic is focusing on cool summer 
nights in the city of Toronto, and I want a clean, mysterious, and mature feel to my designs.

PRINT
I plan to incorporate the city of Toronto in the designs for the CD cover, and some actual photo 
of Frē Harrow within the fold out booklet. I intend to use vector art for the logo and a few design 
elements but mostly I will implement photographs that I will manipulate. I also want to put a 
parental advisory sticker on the cover. As for the text, I will incorporate free-flowing humanist 
text, not graphite but still something to give a sense of street life, coupled with cleaner 
grotesque sans text for contrast. Most of the colours will be blacks, dark blues, and greys to 
contrast with the white text. Though I plan to have subtle hints of yellows, oranges, and reds 
from street lights. I also think a parental advisory sticker should be prominently featured on the 
CD cover

WEB
The elements I intend to repeat between the print and web components are the actual photo of 
Frē Harrow, the Toronto imagery, the vector logo, the album cover itself and the overall clean 
and modern aesthetic. On the site I want a home page, an about page, a gallery page, a media 
page, and social media links.

EXECUTION PLAN
I plan on creating a Frē Harrow with a dark backdrop and white text to provide a sharp contrast. 
First I intend to create a rough album cover and other design elements before I create the 
mockup website. Then once I have a clearer vision of what elements are working and what ele-
ments aren’t, I plan on going back in and refining both components once again.


